Job Information

Job Title: Tutor Instructor
Schedule: Part-time / On-Call or Fixed Schedule on a monthly basis
Wage: $15 - $25/hour with possible bonus
Insurance: Supplemental Dental Plan
Probation Period: 1 – 3 months

Job Summary
Mingde Education centre is hiring subject tutors at Surrey location. Subjects include high school English, ESL, Calculus, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and AP courses.

Job Requirement:
- Be familiar with BC curriculum; BC high school graduates are preferred
- Educational background: completion of university bachelor degree / Master degree is preferred; students are also welcomed
- Experience as a teacher is preferred
- Teaching certificate is an asset
- Energetic, confident, dedicated, and inspiring
- Highly responsible and approachable with students, proactive awareness of students’ demands and ability to provide advices accordingly

About Us
Mingde Education is dedicated to providing excellent English and cultural training programs for students all over the world. Classes are designed to be conversational, dynamic and highly interactive while academically oriented. Our teachers are highly qualified and professionally trained to ensure an optimum environment for quick and successful learning outcomes. We regard each of our students as our most valued asset, and we endeavor to provide top English training programs to ensure the future academic success of each of our students.

If you are one of these experienced and dedicated educators as described above, please submit a resume with relevant references and your availability to emced.surrey@gmail.com. We look forward to being inspired by your educational mindset.